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Search Details:
We were approached by the HR Director on behalf of
the EMEA Senior Leadership Team to see if we could
help with this pivotal appointment.
We were given an extremely tight brief for this role,
and the one stipulation that we all knew was going to
be a challenge, the native/fluent German language
requirement, which was non-negotiable.

We went to market and began the talent mapping and
search for individuals with the language skill, whilst
identifying senior operational and customer focussed
Directors, with the search strategy to filter against all
of the other stipulations once this basic criteria had
been achieved.
We already knew a German speaking Customer
Services Director, who had operated across EMEA,
from our existing network, and so this individual was
the benchmark for the campaign.
We carried out extensive research and talent
mapping, looking at some of the largest contact
centre brands in Germany and talent across German
based business.
Cont'd...

Client: $multi billion Global Luxury
Consumer Brand
Role: Customer Experience Director –
EMEA
Salary: £140k basic + 40% bonus + car +
corporate benefits

Requirements
Multi-site operational experience over
EMEA (100FTE+)
German language requirement
In depth understanding of customer
metrics and be able to demonstrate
improvements made to the customer
journey from using customer data- Large
scale transformation and operating
model reshaping
Experience in consumer goods with a
luxury brand
Additional revenue creation from sales
through service/ additional sales
channels
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Search Details continued...
We also ran basic searches for customer services/ customer experience, across Europe/
internationally, and gathered names and started to network here too.
Using our established network developed since our formation in 2007, we also called upon various
industry figureheads who were in the customer services/ customer experience space, with
international experience, who did not have the German language, in order to gain some
recommendations and further ideas.
We eventually developed a long list of over 70 individuals, a much smaller pool than would typically
be the case due to the language requirements and began the in-depth screening process. We
spoke to as many of these individuals as possible to get a ‘feel’ of the individuals’ interpersonal
traits. 8 candidates were chosen to take forward to a full face to face meeting from which we
delivered our shortlist of 4 to the client.
We embarked upon the client interview process from here, and a successful candidate was chosen
and secured.
Result:
The Hiring Manager ‘praised the day' he hired the individual and the successful appointed Director of
Customer Experience sent this feedback:
“I am very impressed with Hannah at Douglas Jackson. She is probably the most professional and
competent head-hunter I have worked with. She consistently demonstrated dedication and
professionalism in her support and advice. Hannah had a perfect understanding of the role, and was
able to translate it into effective interview preparation. She is serious about her work and an
extremely good communicator who works to support both the client and the candidate. Highly
recommended !” Ralf Weber, Director of Customer Experience, Europe, Bose

